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Described by one fan as “a cathedral to caffeine”, SteampunkCoffeeMachines 
(www.steampunkcoffeemachine.com) are statement cold drip coffee machines 
that are known to create quite a stir and talking point wherever they’re 
located. Standing one metre high and wide, and with each machine being 
unique, they are built using original antique parts ranging from the industrial 
revolution to early electro-mechanical technology from the 1920’s to 1950’s. 

Making a 
statement
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A TALKING POINT
The overwhelming thing about 
SteampunkCoffeeMachines is that they 
are engaging talking points, particularly 
when staged on a coffee bar, thus creating 
a unique point of difference for the 
location concerned.

Importantly, they are available to lease, 
point out the company who make them, 
so that coffee shops can manage their 
cashflow and avoid any large outlay on the 
machine and therefore easily cover this 
cost with the extra coffee sales they help 
generate (the machines are also available 
to purchase outright, retailing for between 
£2700 and £3500).

These machines are not just art though. 
They are actual working, cold drip coffee 
machines that utilise the Hario WDC-6 
Dripper, coupled with an extra scientific 
condenser and flask that extracts cold drip 
coffee of the highest quality which can 
be sold neat, or as the key ingredient in 
unique coffee cocktails.

Sadly, or not, it should be noted that 
the coffee does not travel through any of 
the old pipe work! The Hario glass runs 
through the clear central channel behind 
the contraption’s paraphernalia where it is 
easily accessible and can be removed for 
cleaning.

Cold drip (also known as Kyoto Coffee 
and an alternative to Cold Brew) is a slow 
coffee extraction process that involves 
letting cold water slowly - drop by drop - 
drip through ground coffee over a period 
of eight to 14 hours.

“In this way, you can enjoy the 
subtleties of the coffee bean without the 
overpowering acidity or bitterness that can 
come with faster heat extracted coffee,” 
explains SteampunkCoffeeMachine 
founder and creator, Peter Harris (main 
picture). “The specific notes of the coffee 
are accentuated through the cold drip 
process, delivering a complex taste that is 
easily differentiated from a traditional hot 
brew.”

INSPIRATION
“I have always been inspired by the 
tradition of the mad inventor. Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang, the chocolate machines 
in Willy Wonka’s factory, Doc Brown’s 
DeLorean in Back to the Future and HG 
Wells’ Time Machine were all contraptions 
that had a function and inspired me as a 
child and adult,” adds Peter Harris.

“I wanted to take the simplest coffee 
making process and make it look as 
complicated as I could, and then invite 
people behind the curtain to give them 

that wonderful ‘Wizard of Oz moment’.
“It’s not about precise engineering, 

it’s a bit wonky, but it makes you smile 
when you try to work out how it works. 
These days, we are immersed in a digital 
world, with everything on a screen, so 
these machines are a retro step to remind 
us about the technology from our great 
history while taking us out of the digital 
into the real world again for a moment.”

The machines have become a central 
focal point for one of the UK’s major coffee 
events - the London Coffee Festival – in 
conjunction with Mulmar Food Service, 
and where it has won awards for the most 
innovative stand and product in past years 
at the show.

This year proved to be no different, 
with the company pleased to introduce 
Perk & Pearl - a small batch roaster from 
Tunbridge Wells - with support from 
Alchemista Coffee Potions, producing 
coffee cocktails and fun for the festival 
crowds.

Established in 2016, their well known 
clients now include Black Sheep Coffee, 
Duck & Waffle, Adam Handling’s Eve 
Bar, Union Hand Roasted and Alchemista 
Coffee Potions, all of whom have a 
SteampunkCoffeeMachine installed either 
as a coffee sculpture or working machine.
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WHERE CAN THEY BE SEEN?
The well known coffee roasters, Union Hand 
Roasted, have a SteampunkCoffeeMachine 
in their reception at Canning Town in 
London. This beast features parts from a 
world war two radar station (each machine 
also incorporating a digital screen where 
businesses can display your company 
logos, menus or other images, they point 
out).

Their GunPunk machine was inspired 
by the launch of the Mafia III video game 
at Timberyard and features a real double-
barrelled shotgun. This machine is now 
with Black Sheep Coffee in the Leadenhall 
building in London.

In 2017, they were commissioned by 
Duck & Waffle to create an enormous 
three-metre high wall installation called the 
Moonshine Machine for the launch of their 
local brand at Haymarket, Piccadilly Circus, 
London.

One of their latest creations is the 
Ginpunk Infusion Machine. With the 
gin craze in full swing, they made a gin-
inspired machine for events with some 34 
metres of bright tarnish resistant copper 
pipe that has over 120 copper connections 
to create a spectacular endless knot that’s 
topped off with an eagle. In this instance, 
the Hario glass can be used either for the 
coffee element of the cocktail, or to run the 
gin through botanicals for a live infusion.

Last November, they were invited to 
10 Downing Street as one of the Small 
Business 100 winners (Small Businesses in 
Britain having contributed over £734 millon 
pounds to the UK economy in 2017 alone), 
and were honoured to be there - even 
offering a machine for Europe to smooth 
over those tricky Brexit negotiations!

Alchemista Coffee Potions is a third 
wave coffee shop in Norwich that 
opened in 2017 and wanted to design 
an independent coffee shop that took 
design way beyond the vintage light bulb 
when deciding how to create a unique 
independent coffee shop that truly looked 
independent.  At Alchemista, it’s all in 
the details from the skull-shaped glass 
cups to the exciting décor that features 
a SteampunkCoffeeMachine making the 
‘elixir’ that tempts customers to try the 
spectacular coffee cocktail menu that 
includes drinks such as Purgatory and 
Black Toade.

Needless to say, this café benefits from 
visitors sharing images of the machine 
on Trip Advisor and Instagram, and 
other social channels, in turn giving new 
customers another reason to seek them 
out. Indeed, the unique selling point of 
this machine has helped contribute to this 
coffee shop becoming the number one 
coffee shop to visit in Norwich on  
Trip Advisor.

CAFFÈ CULTURE 
SHOW ATTENDANCE
SteampunkCoffeeMachine 
say that they will be present 
on Stand E2 at the upcoming 
Caffè Culture Show (16-17 
October 2018, Olympia, 
London), with exciting news 
from Alchemista Coffee 
Potions about creating a new 
coffee experience for the high 
street. Visitors to the show 
will also be welcome to call 
by to sample a coffee cocktail 
created using one of their 
machines.


